Bible Study # 94—99 Questions
SURVEY OF THE BOOK OF REVELATION SERIES
Book Summary
1. What has always been the main purpose in questioning John’s authorship of the book of Revelation?
2. Give four reasons why many desired to reject the book of Revelation as an authoritative part of the
Bible.
3. Give two reasons for believing that the author of Revelation was the Apostle John.
4. Give five ways in which the book of Revelation corresponds to Genesis.
5. Give the four main ways of interpreting the book of Revelation and briefly explain each.
6. What is the purpose of the book of Revelation?
7. What is the theme of Revelation?
8. What are reasons for believing that the seven Churches of Revelation refer to seven successive Church
eras?
9. What is the doctrine of Balaam?
10. What does the word “Laodicea” mean?
11. Does Revelation 5:9-10 mean people in heaven? Explain.
12. How do we know that the rider of the white horse in Revelation 6:2 doesn’t refer to Christ?
13. What is the significance of the “souls under the altar” in Revelation 6?
14. What is the time setting of the 144,000?
15. Draw a diagram showing the seals, the trumpets and the seven last plagues. Show how they relate to
each other. Explain each.
16. Who is the innumerable multitude?
17. What is the meaning of Revelation 11:12?
18. Explain the fulfillment of Revelation 12:6.
19. What scripture in the Old Testament identifies the Beast of Revelation 13?
20. Make a diagram showing the identity of the Beast of Revelation 13.
21. Explain the fulfillment of Revelation 13:3, 5.
22. What is the “second beast” of Revelation 13:11-12?
23. What is the “image of the beast”?
24. Prove what the “mark of the beast” consists of.

25. What is the significance of the three angel messages in Revelation 14?
26. What is the time element of the seven last plagues?
27. What do “many waters” (Revelation 17:1) symbolize? Prove.
28. Make a diagram showing the identity of the seven heads and ten horns of the Beast of Revelation 17.
29. Explain the resurrections mentioned in Revelation 20.
30. Since the Church is called the “bride of Christ,” why is the New Jerusalem called the same thing?

